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AAA() from being frail from a number of medical problems of which you may remember 

rooms and Moe hr accumulation of many ye..rs I have sleep apnea. It is an illness mani-
a...melt 

footed by periods of nonbrenthing while asleep. I've had impressive and exhaustive tents 

at two hospitals, the last at the Johns libpleins sleep-disturbance center. -The printouts 

included each and evuty breath and each missed one and the duration of each of the many 

p' modsof non-breathing. lioee of the known means of curing or controlling it are safe 

for me. I've been eeDerimenting in an effort to learn hoi I may get more sleep. The quality 

of the interrupted sleep is not nearly as good as uninterrqted sleep. I think I have had 

some success with those experimente. One thing is certain, although it is often interrupted, 

by the sleep apnea its•lf3f and by the prostate problem on which my nest consultation and 

exanination and tooting; at tiepins niD the end of this month, I am able to spend more time 

A' 
abed and from eeoping recods know that I am noWgetting at least an hour more sack time, 

4 
not infrequently two hours more than when I was writine Never Again', the tentative ttleopx 

title, with a descriptive subtitle, of the now book. 

Possibly from a long lifetime of early rising, I am wide awake much too early. While 

writing the boek it was soe.2timee before midnight, more often not long after it, and rarely 

was it later than 1 a.m. When 1  am wide awake that early, the only ways I can get more 

Allest is by napping after arising and by retiring earlier. Most of the time I cannot nap 

before daylight and some activity and often then the naping is impossible or short and of 

peer quality. The most effective me ns I have found of coping with this is to retire early. 

I have also le /nod that because this malady causes less oxygen, when I am awakened I 

do Vetter to stay au .ke, breathing normally, and thus get the benef6t of a bit more oxygen. 

Thie me: ns that if my sleep period is of say seven hours, my actual sleep is perhaps five. 

host nights I an not able to do this well. 

If there is an interruption as I am about to retire, more when it is el phone call from 

one with -whom I enjoy talking, like you, and even more if we discuss what is of interest 

to no, it means that I am too wide aw.lce and my mind is too active to be able to doze off. 

Last night I was an hour later trying to get to sleep and my mind kept me from falling 

asleep for quit,t some time. 

The night before I was asleep when you c:. '_led and the night before that Jerry called 

no for the first time n goers just as I was retiring. We chatted breifly, he asked if he 

could call back the next day, earlier, and he hasn't. 

Gne of the means of coping with sleep apnea is to wear a meek conneeted to e machine 

that provides room air under pressure, tho preen 	variable and the required amount de- 
 uwyku 

termined by the hinde of t sts I had. Hy use of hat device coincides with the advent of A 

chronic bronchitis, whether or not it coosea it, anfl I have this additional breathing pro-

lem now. So, while I are always ld to talk to you, I hope you can find it possible to call 
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earlier so it will be as little an interruption in my already too little sleep in the 

convoluted life I lead, not by choice,ad 	pra00-4Ve- 

I write also to try to got you to do a bit of self-examination. 

Tbis 	because I believe ;joie more than merely justified detestation of what that 

monster Lifton is now up to has taken control of you. 

-iou will be much less effective in anything you do unless you can get your normal 

controls back. 

YOU cannot possibly address all the lies and distortions and misrepresentations and 

other for him typical lishonesties of his 34 single-spaced pages. So, do not try to, In- 

stead, 	ask yourself if you will not be more effective if you do get Control and 

pick out three or four of the many openings he providoVand address them strongly, effectively, 

definitively, and show how that is true of all ho says. 

I think the nest effective point you can make is the one represented by the note you 

made at the end of his diatribe: all that viciousness without once addressing in any 

meaningful way the specifics of your criticism of his book. 

Repeat that stave for his theory and the interviews he made in the course of trying to 4  

breathe life into what he knew was a corpse before he started, there is nothing in his 

book that he raTote to create the fiiltionw. that was not published years before he started 

staking out his phony claim to sen the subbect of the JFK assassination. 

I think also that for the audience he addressed it will be effective to separate him 

and they by noting that unlike them ho commercialised it. And continues to after getting 

and pissing away a small fortune not a penny of which came to him honestly. He then has to 

have acquirld another tidy sum fam the three republications. liy copy of the last oil them, 

the Carroll o; Graf quality paperback, is the tenth printing. Whether there have been any 

oincc then I do not know. 

Of the many extremes of his distortions and misrepresentations by the misuse of words 
rY 

one of the more effective in his phonyocl
3
aim tsVf what amounts to his claim to have been 

a/12/4 
the first tO use three quotos from the Perry/Clark press mm conference. Few things were 

imoediatoly reported more extensivley. The essence was in the bulldog editions of the Post 

and the Timen that I have. Every paper in the world, all the radio and TV stations, =tad 

carried it. So after all these years he stakes ma out a phony claim that is actually limited 

to the utterly irrevolant, direct quotation of the tr necript of what was fully enough 

reported contemporaneously. This is intellectual bankruptcy and it is mendacity. 

:coo_ can us this effectively with Spector representing all those he now clsima were 

honorable men, the pretenfse that what Perry actually gmid was not available to the WC. 

This neatly coincides with Litton's treatment of the anterior neck wound and that coin- i  

Bides with lie failure to use my shdr-X011ar p ure when he asked for and I gave him a 

ptiat...Now for the morning paper! Best, 	 "6( 


